PACKING LIST FOR CAMPERS
We are asking everyone to pack in a cloth/canvas duffel. Bedding can be placed in a sleeping bag and/or pillowcase.
Cloth allows us to pack the trailer more efficiently, and in the event we find “critters” in a room or cabin, cloth allows us
to heat treat quickly and eradicate the problem before it comes home.
Bring old, durable clothing as suggested below in addition to the clothes you wear up to camp. Be sure to LABEL
EVERYTHING. Clothes and bedding get mixed around as it’s being unpacked and/or packed, and can be lost forever
unless it’s clearly labeled! And plan for weather changes! The first items are useful in any season.

______ Bible
______ twin fitted and flat sheet and sleeping bag or heavy blanket
______ pillow with pillowcase
______ 1 pair of closed-toed shoes (in addition to the shoes you’re wearing up)
______ sandals/flip flops (can use as shower shoes)
______ several pairs of socks
______ plenty of underwear
______ several shirts
______ jeans or other long pants (even in the summer!)
______ heavy sweater or jacket
______ hat
______ pajamas
______ Two (2) bath towels and washcloths
______ small box of tissues
______ toiletries—toothbrush, toothpaste, soap, shampoo, deodorant
______ shaving supplies, sanitary supplies, chap stick, retainers
______ plastic, easy-carry water bottle (no glass!)
______ flashlight and batteries
______ camera and film
______ books/games
______ large trash bag for dirty clothes and towels
______ musical instruments (optional)
______ medication (must be given to nurse and noted on health form)
Summer
______ shorts
______ light sweater or jacket
______ swim suit (wear under clothes up to camp)
______ beach towel (bring with you on the bus)
______ rain poncho and boots
______ insect repellent
______ sunscreen (SPF 30)
Winter
________ snow coat/pants/boots, warm hat, waterproof mittens/gloves

DO NOT BRING:
Electronic equipment of any kind, cell phones, fireworks, firearms, expensive jewelry, food of any kind,
energy drinks of any kind, air fresheners, perfume or colognes.
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